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Abstract. On March 27th, 1933 a British MI5 officer Oswald Allen Harker received a report
on the inter-relation of the Comintern, GPU and Department IV of the Staff of the Red Army.
The source of this report was a Jewish communist. Another report received by Harker, on the
same day, was the OGPU method of investigation. He informed his superiors that the source of
this document was the first-hand source. This article presents these documents because they are
relevant to the level of knowledge of MI5 about Russian Espionage and subversive activity at
that moment.
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1. Introduction
On March 27th, 1933 a British MI5 officer Oswald Allen Harker [1] received a report on the
interrelation of the Comintern, GPU and Department IV of the Staff of the Red Army. The source of
this report was a Jewish communist. This source wrote: “I before entering into details I would remark
that I must of necessity make mention on matters which are already known as they are of importance I
the scheme as a whole. The general political organization is already known but I shall consider to
following organization separately and their connection with each other” A Komintern [2]; B OGPU
[3]; Department IV of the Staff of the Red Army [4].
2. Komintern
The various sections of the Komintern are organized in a special country group from the
geographic and language point of view. The Anglo-American secretariat is under the political
leadership of Manuilsky [5] a member of the Executive Committee and head of the Russian
Delegation within the Komintern. The technical administration is conducted by two secretaries
Kehrling and Winston [6]. The former is Lithuanian, was formerly head of the Scandinavian
Secretariat and leaves in the Lux Hotel.[7] (Room 31). He frequently makes trips abroad. The latter is
an American and is more concerned of organization. In addition, there is the representative of the
English Party who is changed every year. In most cases, these Party representatives are members of
the Central Committee who have been quasi banned on account of weak work.
Every year several High Officials of the party are given instruction in the Secretariat as
probationers. Such instructions have no connection with the Lenin School or University of East
The next most important Secretariat is the Eastern Secretariat which deals with all questions connected
with the Colonies and countries in the Near and Far East. The political and technical administration is
in the hands of Mif [8]. Indian question is dealt with by an Indian named Ali [9] who lives in the Hotel
Lux (Room no 156 or 157). He is married to a Yugoslav woman and travels frequently. I was
frequently able to ascertain that he is in correspondence with India.
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The most important department is the OMS which deals with International Liaison. The head
of this department is Ossip Piatnizky, who is Secretary of the Organization and a member of the
Executive Committee. He published a book concerning his activities as an illegal worker for the old
Bolshevist, which as far as I remember, appears in English (Memoire Library of the Mopr). The head
of the Technical side is Abramov [10], who is also known as der Alte (The old man). He is the
Komintern liaison man with the OGPU, but this does not ment the OMS and the GPU are one and the
same aparat. The OMS [11] is a completely independent Aparat with its own technical organization,
which instruct it’s personal with its own people in its own schools.
The OMS is the illegal Aparat of the Komintern. It forms liaison in all countries creates
supporting points. In all sections and prepares illegal Apparatus in all sections of the Komintern. The
connection between Moscow and the individual section and between sections themselves is
maintained by a courier service. The couriers are all old Party members and are chiefly members. I
know most of them personally but there is no point in giving names since for each journey a specially
prepared passport is made cut. Between themselves, they are only known by Christian names. When
they come to Moscow they are kept segregated and they live in a special Komintern house. They are
fetched a man named Tarasov whose it is to lock after then. He is not a member of the Party. Couriers
are not allowed to mix with official Komintern people but this center is frequently avoided and they
are continually the guests of several of the inhabitants of the Hotel Lux. It was in this hotel that I got to
know most of them I lived there for three years.
The duties of couriers are of a purely technical nature, such as the character of money,
literature, etc. This courier system has nothing to do without the political representatives who are sent
out by the political representation. The political representatives are high political officials belonging to
the Comintern political Apparat and represent the Komintern within the Party in a country issue the
political direction and supervise the Party in the correct carrying out of these directions.
In addition, the instructor is sent out who is a specialist in various fields, such as agitation,
propaganda, organization, etc. In the case of complicated political instruction so-called Brigades are
composed of specialists in particular fields, such as organization, agitation, economics, and politics.
Such instructors are usually men who have passed through the Lenin School and men who have been
probationers in the National Secretariats.
The next important department is Department “M”. As a matter of fact, this department has
no name but I called it “M” for the sake of clarity. This department deals with Military and Mutiny
questions. It is men called Alfred [12] called who are a Finn and a son in law of Kuusinen [13]. He is a
member of the Executive Committee has a high Military office (two grenades) and is the liaison
officer with Department IV of the Red Army. He is the author of a brochure entitled The Theory and
Technique of Armed Uprising” which appears in Zurich under the name of Alfred Langner. The
personnel of this department consists of men who have served a course in the so-called “M” school
(Military School). Up to the present three school courses have taken place. The length of the course is
ten months to one year. These pupils are recruited from old Party members, Germans forming the
majority, then Poles, French, and citizens of the Border States. The first course took place in 1924, the
second in 1929/1930 and the third in 1931/1932 The best of the pupils are picked out and sent as
instructors to various countries. The course consists chiefly in practical military instruction, the theory
and practice of mutiny, and in sabotage work in case of a war. The teachers are members of the
General Staff (serving officers). Petrenko is the head of the Explosives Department. He had an arm
blown off whilst practicing with a self-made bomb. The head of the school was one named Alex, a
Lithuanian. He is now with a group of pupils in China and Manchuria. Jonny de Graaf [14] mentioned
by me already attended the 1930/1931 course. He is considered to be very able and industrious. The
courses are held in Moscow in the barracks in the Pokrowka. For the news service, there are pupils
under the OMS. Here coding and deciphering are taught and people trained for technical Aparat.
At Pushkin, near Moscow, there is a special wireless school. The instructors consist
exclusively of German who have received very exceptional training. Of these instructors, some twenty
in number, the majority are known to me. I am unable to state whether further courses have taken
place in the meantime.
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Of the GPU I know the head of the Foreign Department (NHO) one named Gorr [15] and
Otto Steinbrueck [16], I also know a number of the foreign agents; these have false names.
In conclusion, I would make a certain observation of a general nature. I, the course of six years I have
come into touch with the greater part of the Apparatus workers of the Komintern. I know then by
appearance very well. Names no come into question, as, in any case, they are changed from time to
time I also know a number of the foreign agents of the GPU and the Department IV [17].
3. OGPU method of investigation
In the same day (March 27th 1933) MI5 produced report OGPU method of investigation I
Departments. The OGPU was divided into various departments:
a) K.R.O. =KRO (KONTRA Raswetka Odtel) Counter Espionage Departments) the head of this
Departments used to be Artusow [18] (S2 2000) a Jew, but I don’t know if he still is) the head
of Anglo –American Department was Roller (RL 450-40) a Lithuanian or Pole. The address of
the Department was Liubianka no. 5 5th floor. The head of the department’s desk was close
beside the lift on the 5th floor. Up to 1931, the head of the Leningrad Department was Salin, a
Lithuanian who is now the chief of the OGPU in the Urals. The following still working in the
Leningrad “KRO” Anglo-American Department: Koschebinkow (a Russian) Osolin [19]
(Jew), Weinschrot (Austrian Jew). “KRO” has agents in an administrative department in every
commissariat at all frontier stations, in all factories, in all foreign missions of the Union of
Soviet Republics, trade delegations, embassies, and consulates.
b) EKO=”Eko” (Ekonomichestkaja odtel, Department for economic Supervision).All matters of
importance are passed over by this Department to the “KRO”, especially if they have to do
with a foreign country.
c) Sekro. This is a secret department for the combating of internal counter-revolution
movements. It has a special sub-department for the liquidation of opposition within the Party.
Feldjagerski Odtel. Uniformed GPU for the transmission of all secret posts of the state, party, trades
union and economic departments within the territory of the Union of Soviet Republics.
Military Department. About 15 Regiments. Two each in Leningrad and Moscow. So-called liaison
troops. (Now being used as convoys for banned persons and prisoners.
F Frontier Controls (Programitschui O.G.P.U.). O.G.P.U.) Stationed at the frontiers. It has a special
sub-department known as:
PMKP (Proposknoje morskoje kontrollny Punkt-Control station for sea traffic). Such controls are in
every port and frontier waters and are assisted by the Navy.
OGPU transport.Railway and railway station control.
Passportisation. This is an entirely new and independent department and no details
concerning it are known to me. It was formerly an administrative department.
Supreme Administration. A small and large Council. Small Council 3-to 6 chiefs. The names of the
present chiefs are unknown to me. There is in addition, a representative of the CKKRKI. Central
Control Commission of Workers and Peasants) and of the General Procurator.
The large Council in addition to a member of GPU itself also has a representative of each of the
different Commissariats. In all about 30 members. Its competence is the same as that of the small
Council. All sensational cases, which are specially worked for this purpose, come before the Court or
Tribunal. There are also small councils in all Governments (Oblast), whose judgments are subjects to
confirmation by the Moscow Council.
4. Methods of arrests and investigation
For the greater part, arrests are made when the person is out of the door or travelling. He
simply disappears. In few cases are the arrests made at the person’s home. A search of the house,
which usually takes place and in these the relatives only learn of the arrests months later. In the OGPU
prisons there are with the sole exception of the Wuntreny Turma (Liublianka B) always three
departments:
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Secret Departments: Solitary confinement; no work; no newspapers; no exercise. No visiting
allowed; no parcels allowed. The food is somewhat better than in the other two departments.
Departments: Exercise. Cells contain 2 to 3 people. Newspapers, parcels, and visits allowed.
3rd Departments: Sentences up to ten years. The period between sentence and removal.
Compulsory work and bad food. Parcells and letters allowed. Interrogation almost invariably takes
place at night, the first usually after one or two week’s detention. The prisoner is taken out of the main
building, which surrounds the courtyard, across the courtyard to the Wuntreny Turma which is situated
in the centre. He is first taken to the commandment on the 5th floor.
Here he has to strip completely and his body and clothes are thoroughly examined. He is
taken to a cell on one of the floors or other; there are four floors with cells. The bath is in the cellar.
On the 5th floor are the commandant, barber doctor dentist, and warder rooms. On each floor, there
are three cells for 12 men each and some 20-25 single cells but these very often contain two or three
men. In all, there are two or three men. There are 300 prisoners in the whole building. Each corridor is
closed at the staircase end with an iron door and in front of each door, an armed guard is on the stairs.
An armed guard is only stationed on the stairs and in the courtyard.
In each corridor, there are four unarmed men in uniform. These only have the key to the cell
door and not to the corridor door; keys to the latter’s only carried by the armed guard on the stairs. All
members of the GPU on duty in the secret prison of OGPU have officer’s rank. The senior rank in
each corridor wears a badge.
Heating is undertaken by the means of warm air being forced into the cells through a
ventilation pipe over the cell doors. Everything is absolutely silent. The cells have parquet floors but in
the corridors, there are thick carpets, it is possible to remain in a cell for a year without knowing who
is on the right or left.
In each cell, there is a sanitary bucket and twice a day the occupant is made to go and empty
it without coming into contact with any other prisoner. The prisoners in the Wutreny Turma are the
most important State prisoners and each is visited by the Commandant and the doctor.
Electric light burns day and night in the cells. In my time the food was good and sufficient and for
smokers, there were 13 cigarettes per day.
If any prisoners are wanted for interrogation, the examining GPU official telephones from
the main buildings to the prison commandant. Here a convoy of GPU officials of officer’s rank is
given a written order which they take to the corridor in question and hand to the guard in front of the
door. The guard knocks on the door and the warder on duty in the corridor opens a small flap through
which he can read the order. When the corridor is free he brings the prisoner out of the cell to the
corridor door and after the convoy has signed a receipt for the prisoner, the door is opened and the
convoy takes over the prisoner.
The prisoner is taken to the main building up and down any stairs, along any corridors with
the intention of making him nervous and excited. By the time he has reached the room of the
Sledowatel (examining officer), he is always in exciting condition. The convoy hands over the
prisoner to the examining officer against a receipt. Very often the prisoner is lead to the cellars, dark
passages in which the convoy has always their revolvers in their hand. (All prisoners know that the
cellars are the place where shooting takes place).
At the first examination, every prisoner is confronted with some facts or others. In some way
or another, he is told of what he is accused of. All kinds of indignities are employed in interrogation.
The examining officer is relieved every eight hours. And it is natural that the prisoner gradually
weakened. After the interrogation, he usually signs the protocol and incriminates any other people
unknowingly. Bodily mishandling often takes place-but less with prisoners in the Wuntreny Turma. In
most cases, the prisoners are subjected to psychic torture. The prisoner is for example, told, that his
wife and children are to be incarcerated –until he confesses everything. Or he is left without
interrogation for 3-4 months but is informed that he may write a farewell letter to his wife. The
prisoner, expected to be shot, waits every night fearing to be fetched. Most prisoners have a nervous
breakdown. Then after a long time, he is taking to the examining officer. During my last 14 days of
imprisonment, when I was in a large cell in the Wuntreny Turma, I often saw men, big and strong,
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weeping like small children, when they came back from an interrogation. Attempts to commit suicide
are common but, in most cases, they are prevented. Prisoners generally attempt to open an artery.
Conclusion
On March 27th, 1933 a British MI5 officer Oswald Allen Harker received a report on the
inter-relation of the Comintern, GPU and Department IV of the Staff of the Red Army. The source of
this report was:
(a) Jewish communist. Another report received by Harker, on the same day, was the OGPU
method of investigation. He informed his superiors that the source of this document was the first-hand
source. The OGPU was divided into various departments:
A K.R.O. =KRO (KONTRA Raswetka Odtel) Counter Espionage Departments)
(b) EKO=”Eko” (Ekonomichestkaja odtel, Department for economic Supervision).All
matters of importance are passed over by this Department to the “KRO”, especially if they have to do
with a foreign country.
(c) Sekro. This is a secret department for the combating of internal counter-revolution
movements. It has a special sub-department for the liquidation of opposition within the Party. The
activity of the OGPU was to suppress any political opposition to the USSR from the USSR and from
foreign countries.
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